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About This Game

Pixel Survivors is a real time strategy - management game.
Create some land and help your initial villagers to survive during the first period of time.

Build houses for hosting your citizens, create chicken pens and farms to feed them.
Elevate forges and tailors to keep the population well dressed and with the necessary tools for working.

Contruct mines and foresting towers to get new resources once the surface has been wiped.
Improve the efficiency of your work by adding windmills and sawmills.

Once you've got a stable village, all you can do is expand your village and try to get a bigger population stable.
Have fun, and see how far you can get your village to grow!

Music made by:
Benjamin Baldassini

http://www.benjaminbaldassini.fr
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Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4400 or equivalent

Storage: 350 MB available space
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Dude this video was so awesome. Not only did it show some highlights from that championship, it also said who the winner was
and when the next championship is going to happen and where it is. Theres a lot more but i'm not really gonna put it in words..
My God, this game is amazing!
No joke, one of my favorite!!. I'm someone who loves point-and-click puzzle games but this was one of the most boring ones
I've ever played. The whole game is like one long cutscene that you can't even save during, which means you have to sit through
incredibly long scenes of just dialogue before you can save your game to quit.
The voice acting is kind of medicore, too. Noomi's (the main character, who you play as) is pretty good but some others have no
emotion. The inventor's voice is the absolute worst. I have never heard a cringier voice acting of a character. (Added in edit:
Another character's voice sounds strange, as if he read his lines in an echo-y room without proper sound equipment, compared
to all the others who sound like they were recorded in an actual studio.)
I would not have played the game past my first 15 minutes of playing it if the game wasn't so short with easy achievements.
I would only recommend this game if you want to chill with a game that you don't mind very few puzzles and sitting through
endless dialogue.

Edited to add: after looking at other reviews, it sounds like you can press the space bar in order to skip through dialogue. It
would have been really nice if the game told me this but no, I slogged through over 4 hours of mind-numbingly boring dialogue.
Tldr; this is a boring game. I'm very glad I got it on sale because it would have been a waste of my money otherwise.. what a
crap game. Even though there is no enemy aircraft right next to you it still says there is a missile lock. Stupid game and waste of
money. One of the reasons I wanted to have a VR system.This is not perfect, as having not that many places (yet?), quite many
statues etc. to see, still. What it has, is great experience and I think the models are well made. With Vive you can walk around
quite a lot and see things from difference angle or how you say it. It is a wonder imo. and the elevator, is a big plus:) First time...
I got a bit scared what's happening :) So real it felt. I can almost touch the statues, though it is not often allowed in museums.
 Big plus for this and for any similar ones, hoping more. Also, this one is free. Anyone with VR system, I think, should get this.
PS. The second floor paintings... need to see to believe in VR, how well made. Also, some sounds are great, especially... nah,
won't spoil things, if possible, hear and see for yourself :). I played this game all the way through when it first came out on the
xbox 360.

This is my favorite puzzle FPG game.

The map is very primitive but the gameplay makes up for it. The monsters slowly increase in difficulty but you never feel like a
battle is impossible. Unlike other puzzle games that restrict the board layout or prevent invalid moves, this does neither. If you
perform valid moves in a row your multiplier goes up. If you get stuck you can do an invalid move to set up for more plays. The
only penalty is a reduction in the multiplier.
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There is a lot of variety to your roster and the effects are nice as well.

The only downsides are that the audio is choppy and there is no native controller support. I was able to create a controller
mapping in Pinnacle Game Profiler in about 10 minutes that matched how it played on the xbox.. One of my favorite games of
all time.. Before I start, the hours that it says I played are probably very misleading. I restarted the game a few times and went
back and redid things (thanks to having numerous saves) so the hours are kinda misleading. With that aside, this game is one I
honestly didn't know what to think about at first. The first area was pretty rough and difficult and I didn't know if I would make
it through. However, once I got through it the game really took off and I loved every minute of it. There is so much to this game
that you wouldn't realize. There is hidden lore everywhere and things you have to look hard to find that will add to everything.

I'm not someone who can really go into deep detail about things like you'd expect in a review, but I really just like almost
everything about this game. I can't say the game is completely perfect because there are some typos and little things but that's
really all I can complain about. All of the other issues I've had the developers have worked to fix. That is a big thing for me. The
developers are willing to listen to the players and make changes based on what we say. I don't know that many who would do
that.

Seriously, if you are a fan of RPGs I'd give this game a try. I highly recommend this game!. Back in 90s a FPS genre on PC was
born, most of titles being fast-paced arcadeish shooters, with fast movement and maze levels where you hunt for keys to the
door to get to the exit, games of pure fun. Most of them were being compared to Doom and Quake and after few years people
started to grow tired of arcade fun and wanted something else in FPS genre. Thus comes darker age of realistical shooters, with
Novalogic releasing their first Delta Force in 1998, fitting into this trend.

Technically, it's old game that was pretty much released as-is. Steam overlay will not work. The maximum resolution you will
get is 800x600. Full-screen didn't seem to work properly, at least there was the window-top being seen, covering part of HUD.
And then game sometimes randomly freezes at the later missions.
Also I am not sure if it's Steam version's fault or what, but here you can't place anything. The object just will not spawn. Thus it
makes Satchel Charges and Claymore Mines unusable. Oh well, they probably weren't useful and there is no target that can be
destroyed only with them. Stuff blows up from just shooting bullets at it just fine, so game-breaking bug averted.

As for multiplayer, it's most likely dead. I barely see any servers. Only ever saw 2 players playing. And when I tried to join the
empty server, it just froze at the black screen. No idea how to fix it, but it's most likely not worth it anyway. Or at least I hope
that cooperative with friend will work. But not getting any team deathmatch of 8 or more players that people were praising back
then. So take it as a single-player game.

So, the plot of this game is about being Bravo team of Delta Force, who fights terrorists and handles objectives for sake of
killing more terrorists. And you will do it for 40 missions spread over 5 campaigns. Where your plan usually goes like this:
Bravo Team, who is you, who is one-man army, comes straight and snipes everything and miracliously survives, while Alpha
and Charlie team, 2 soldiers each, die quickly by trying to flank the enemy. Or actually don't die quickly and instead manages to
distract them, as they both are trying to hit each other through the wall. Or kill some.

Anyway, this game tries to be realistical outside areas shooter. Which means that now you have a huge huge fields of ground,
with barely any buildings in them, with you being able to walk up most of the hills. Because navigating mazes would be too hard
for kids.
And so you fight realistical enemies, that are just soldiers or snipers. With you and them dieing from a single shot. Thus it's
more about who shoots first. While you also have to look over the pixeled hills over the distance, trying to find a small chunk of
pixel so you could snipe it. Or mistaking enemy for a tree top. Anyway, you just move slowly, trying to find a pixel and then
snipe it. Because maneuvering from enemy attacks, learning each type of enemy in older-school FPS was too hard for kids.

And well, it's not exactly tactical either. You don't really have tactical grenades of any kind. Nor can you command your forces.
You just come in and snipe everybody. Even rare stealth missions are easier done in direct approach. You can select gear or use
default one for current missions. But selection is very little and the most effective one will be your default assault rifle with
grenade launcher. Though most of them are good, so it makes no difference. Just use whatever missions gives. Unless it gives
SMG with silencer in mission where you have to snipe. Like, always. And yea, no tactics, not much choice, good enough for
kids.
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But hey, at least game has difficulty. Which makes it hardcore and tactical for some people, I guess. Since you die in a single
bullet. So you just move slowly and snipe more. And then die because somebody came over the hill you wasn't looking. Not
exactly exciting, knowing that there wasn't much I could do. Kinda have to be lucky too. But hey, at least now people for who it
was the first ever FPS get to whine how everything nowdays has no charm, dumbed down for casuals and such. Because those
people grew up. And so did games.
That and difficulty balance in uneven. Hardest ones were first missions of final campaign and that's because mission waypoints
lead you through path surrounded by all soldiers. So you have to misbehave commander ideas and do it yourself, sniping from
far away slowly. Which teaches us an important lesson about how real Delta Force survives. I guess.

Game however has two curious things: AI and voxel engine.

AI is awesome because it's so broken. Okay, not awesome, just dumb. Aside from teammates not being effective, you also may
meet a case where enemy or teammate gets stuck in a building, running straight into wall and refusing to maneuver. Even better
is when they try to shoot right through the hill. Some enemies are weird in this. Like, they can notice you, but by being way too
low compared to you, they will be shooting the ground. After a while of not seeing you, they forget you, thus not turning around
to where you are. So you can sneak behind them and see some still shooting ground for some reason. Should I say that in this
game of reaction the sound is important, so sometimes you will be stopping and try to figure out where enemies are trying to
shoot you from. Only to find out that they are inside buildings, shooting at the wall.

Voxel engine is truly awesome and great idea for such game! Average computer wasn't strong enough for huge spaces in 1998
and in this game you really don't want any kind of visible distance limit. Thus it uses voxels for terrain, somehow making it look
more real and allow computers to render over kilometer of it.
Graphics do hovewer have some ugly polygonal models. Rendered is a bit weird of them, they can get distored around camera
edges even worse than PS1 hardware does. And animation of knife is ridiculous. Just cut somebody by pulling knife to yourself.
At least having scope on the side of screen in a circle is pretty nice idea.

Nope, there is music only for menu. Sad.

But hey, what most people praised was multiplayer. And I never got to check it out and it's too late now. Maybe that's what it
was truly loved for, not single-player. But since it's dead, well, yea. Left with this silly single.

To be honest, at times it's fun to play this casual pixel-hunting point-n-click sniping adventure, just to relax and kill stuff. But
really, this one aged badly, a bit too primitive and there are better options nowdays.

PS: Game has an intro that doesn't play. Just YouTube it out.. Been playing it for three hours AND I HAVEN'T EVEN
REALLY STARTED THE GAME YET.

I'm just running around town, trying to get people to like me and working my job as a mining engineer. The interactions and
generated world, history, and relationships alone have entertained me. I don't own a spaceship, never been on a spaceship, and
never traded anything but I've had fun so far.

Even if the space trading sucks (I don't know if it will or not yet), the game is still worth what I paid for it.
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its 5 min long. Love this game, but I can't do powermove even I rotate the joystick really really hard!
I play the game on PC, and use xbox wires gamepad ...

neither have powermove in infinity mode nor story mode
and i try play this game under Pig picture and window screem, but the problem still..

there are many players have same problem on this game. anyone can slove it?
plz... I don't like anytime I play it my powermove score always "0"...
what can I do?
. http://yun.baidu.com/s/1c0HgkV2

take this save to have more fun

great one at its price. This game is such a amazing game. I totally recommed buying this game. Keep in mind - as I am posting
this review, it is still being worked on, new things added daily, and you have the best devs working on this. He also keeps in
touch with everybody!. so this game really can be fun and contorls feel great when playing. the only downside is not a lot of
people are playing or know about this game. but if you still like alice in wonderland and steam punk you should check this game
out.

UPDATE 0.53 - FISHING IMPROVEMENTS!:
Well guys, here it is, the 0.53 Update. It has been a crazy working couple of weeks in Real life for me, so the current update is
minor, but a lot of bugs have been solved.

 Bug fixed: Boats moving in the left direction will no longer look like they are upside down.

 Improved the code for the fishing boats. They should be a good way of getting food now.

 Added death animation to both villagers and undeads.

 Fixed some buildings collitions that were not centered.

 Bug fixed: Villagers will no longer get trapped in herb fields.

 Removed the flag system.

 Polished and compressed the code, the game should be half the 0.52 size.

Hope you guys enjoy it.
And if you find any bugs, leave them in the "Bug Report" Section in the Community Hub!
To read the update history, go to:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/342970/discussions/4/. UPDATE: 1.19:
Well guys, it's been a couple of crazy months working on the other projects. But we still have the time to come back and
improve Pixel Survivors.
Here are the Patch notes:

Improved the the AI in stress cases. (Villagers will now priorize food and clothing over other less important tasks.)

You can now train soldiers one time, by upping and lowering the soldier training limit.

Fixed some graphical glitches.

Fixed scenario where winter will last forever.
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Corrected some growth rates in trees.

We will keep on working on the multiple saves. Also planning on adding a workshop to share your amazing towns!

Hope you guys enjoy it!
And, as usual, if you find any bugs, leave them in the "Bug Report" Section in the Community Hub!
To read the update history, go to:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/342970/discussions/4/

The Patagoniart Team. . UPDATE 0.60 - NEW SOUNDS.:
Well guys, today we are releasing the 0.60 Update.
Plenty of minor bugs were fixed, as well as localized sounds and new sound fx.

0.60. UPDATE 0.63.2 - A WHOLE NEW YEAR AHEAD!:
Well guys this is the first update of the year. A lot of small fixes and corrections on the AI. Overall this patch should give a
more fluent flow to the towns as a whole.
We would like to ask for your guys feedback on what should be implemented in the future patches. If you think you could have
an awesome idea for the game leave your suggestion on the comment section.

 UPDATE 0.63:. UPDATE 0.61.2 - GAME DIFFICULTY:
Well guys, it has been a while since the last update, but we've worked hard on getting the AI patched.
We still got plenty of work left to do. Interactions with single villagers, soldiers and structures. But without more rambling here
it is:

0.61. UPDATE 0.57.4 - BUILD AND DESTROY! (Patch):
Well guys, it has been a good working week.
This update is about the structures, and how villagers and the enviroment interact with them. So here we go again with the
improvements:

 Adjusted the heatlh stat on top of the citizens

 Buildings will be now constructed by stages and need villager interaction, each stage taking a certain amount of time.

 Houses will now host villagers during the night. (Only workers, the soldiers will stay patrolling in the fields.)

 If your city has undeads, they might catch the roaming villagers at dusk.
Else, they'll try to destroy the villagers houses and get them.

 Houses will be repaired in the morning, if the village has enough resources to do it.

 If you hover your mouse on top of each house, it will display the integrity of the building.

 If you upgrade your houses, they will resist better the night sieges.

Patch 0.57.3

 Reduced the time the zombies can survive the daytime (Will die at break of down, will need feedback on how that
affect the very late game - 300-400 undeads)

 Villagers will sleep at night, not EAT!
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 Patched the AI, to keep the task organized. Food first. Cloth second. Other task third.

Patch 0.57.4

 Recoded the pathfinding AI, now, villagers should not get stuck anymore..

 Added randomness to the job assigments.

 Removed the hide at night feature, until I can find a better elegant solution for it.

Hope that fixed most of the reported bugs of this build.

Hope you guys enjoy it.
And if you find any bugs, leave them in the "Bug Report" Section in the Community Hub!
To read the update history, go to:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/342970/discussions/4/
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